Making Inventory Easy with Direct
Integration to the ERP System
ACCU-DART Case Study
Dairytown Processing Ltd is a Dairy Manfacturing operation in Sussex, New
Brunswick. After manufacturing goods, all finished-goods inventory and
its components, bin tracking, and lot tracking information was manually
recorded into Sage 300 ERP or into an Excel spreadsheet. Typically this
could not be achieved until the day after production was counted and
verified, resulting in numerous data entry errors. They wanted to find an
easy inventory solution that would update their ERP system in real-time.
Because Dairytown Processing Ltd already had an ERP system that was able
to track and process day-to-day information needed for them to operate a
successful business. They were comfortable working with Sage 300 ERP, and
didn’t want to have to start over, learning a whole new system. Because of
this, they turned to their ERP reseller – DB Group Consulting – for advice on
how to improve their inventory processes. They recommended ACCU-DART.

Client:
Dairytown Processing Ltd.
Location:
Sussex, New Brunswick
Type of Business:
Dairy Manufacturing
Reseller:
DB Group Consulting, Inc.

ACCU-DART is a real-time inventory control solution designed to
integrate directly with the ERP system. Using radio-frequency scanners,
the warehouse/manufacturing staff scan, validate, and update inventory
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“Choosing
ACCU-DART...
eliminated the manual data
entry process by having the
warehouse employees scan
and post information in realtime.”
- DB Group Consulting, Inc.

transactions in real-time, ensuring
that all users throughout the
organization have the most up-todate information. Because ACCUDART integrates directly with the
ERP system, there is no second
database to maintain, no additional
information to reconcile.
DB Group Consulting “felt that
choosing the ACCU-DART system –
which simply eliminated the manual

About DB Group Consulting Inc.

“ACCU-DART enabled Dairytown
Processing Ltd to have an accurate
real-time inventory of finished
goods, as well as record all their
bin and lot tracking needs directly
into Sage 300 ERP, while reducing
the time-consuming manual data
entry and processing procedures
that were once in place.” Said DB
Group Consulting.

data entry process by having the
warehouse employees scan and
post information in real-time – was
better than implementing a whole
new system with new processes.”
ACCU-DART was also customized
to offer a “one-scan” feature, in
order to minimize the prompts
requested. Dairytown Processing
Ltd opted to use a single barcode
to represent item number, quantity,
and lot number. By scanning this
one barcode, all the information is
validated and updated in the ERP
system.
Software implementation was
quickly and easily completed.
Training the warehouse employees
on their new process was also
quick. This was greatly due to the
customized “one-scan” feature,
making it even easier for warehouse
staff to process transactions.

DB Group Consulting provides end-to-end
business management solutions to over 300
Canadian customers who are mainly located
(but not limited to) New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, and Prince Edward Island. Our clients
range from small business operations to
multinationals who deal in countries all over
the world.

The ability to validate and update
inventory data in real-time to the
existing ERP solution has allowed
Dairytown Processing Ltd to improve
accuracy, save valuable time, and
reduce errors.

About ACCU-DART

Executive Concepts Inc was founded in 1988 and based in Ontario,
Canada. They developed ACCU-DART, a real-time inventory
control solution designed specifically for a customer’s accounting or
inventory system. ACCU-DART’s radio frequency, bar code solution is
designed to leverage the power of your existing system by providing
the warehouse or shop floor with wireless technology. For more
information on ACCU-DART, visit www.accu-dart.com

For more information:
www.accu-dart.com
sales@accu-dart.com
888.324-7877
or contact your ERP Reseller for details
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